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Synopsis
In the Beginning is a journey through the Book of Genesis by one of the leading rabbis of our generation. Along this journey, its author shines his light on some of the secrets of Jewish tradition. The reader senses that we are in the presence of a master teacher whose depth of insight helps reveal to us the hidden paths of wisdom that are contained in the Torah.
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Customer Reviews
I believe many of the talks included in this book were first presented by Rabbi Steinsaltz in his Thursday night 'shiur' in 'Hovvei Tzion' shul in Yerushalayim. They were difficult and deep, and provided interesting original insights into the meaning of 'In the Beginning'. My Holy Teacher David Herzberg used to say that we live 'for the sake of Beginning'. And that we are in a sense always beginning again. Who begins this work and continues with it will deepen in learning and understanding of Torah.
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